
 

RELEASE NOTES 

 

Estimating XG 
SOFTWARE 
 

This document contains summary information on new features, late-breaking product information, 

updates, and troubleshooting tips not covered in the Trimble® Estimating XG documentation. 

Introduction 
These release notes describe the features and enhancements that are new in version 3.2.5.202 of the 

Estimating XG, for the following components only: 

● XG Framework 

● XG Common 

● XG Estimating 

● XG Reporting (related to XG Estimating) 

For further support information, go to  http://mep.trimble.co.uk/support. 

New features and changes 
The improvements that have been made to the Estimating XG software are summarised in the 

following table. 

Upgrade procedure  
Updates will be made available and automatically downloaded via Trimble LiveUpdate. 

 

  

Version: 3.2.5 

Date: 2018 

Month: January 
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ENHANCEMENTS 

Jira ID Description 

MEPEU-2386 A Report Settings panel has been added to Tender -> Project Constants to define how the 

reports should display rather than having to define on a report by report basis creating a 

project default. The new options are: 

Explode Kits / Related Items 

Show Rounding Adjustments 

Show Undistributed Values 

MEPEU-2788 The Direct Entry screen can now be left open while other takeoff options are accessed to 

speed up the takeoff process 

MEPEU-2809 Any groupings defined within Administration -> Estimating -> Item Default Categories are 

now assigned to manually created database items to make the creation of manual items 

easier 

MEPEU-2882 The ‘Takeoff Complete’ flag within Takeoff may now be set against all levels when ‘All 

Items’ is selected within the job structure to flag that the estimate is complete in a single 

action 

MEPEU-2884 General performance and optimisation improvements* 

MEPEU-3215 The  ‘Rebuild all Descriptions’ option in Administration -> Product Database -> Speed Menu 

has been updated so that a confirmation screen is displayed so that the operation cannot 

be completed in error 

 

 

 

BUG FIXES 

Jira ID Description 

MEPEU-2386 Resolved an issue where the Level Totals report was missing the MCD value 

MEPEU-2472 The existing Product Code is now predefined if the registration wizard is activated after 

initial registration 

MEPEU-2640 When a column is selected in the report designer it is now removed from the ‘Available’ 

selection 

MEPEU-2810 Resolved an issue that could result in a historic price being used if the effective date 

preceded the last effective date 

MEPEU-2826 Resolved a calculation error on Direct Entries that could occur on a direct entry that had 

been copied from a different area of the estimate 

MEPEU-2862 The Multi line text wrapping option in reports now wraps the text based on the column 

width  
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MEPEU-2881 The Product Search option now correctly returns matches if a search with a decimal point is 

used 

MEPEU-2883 Quantities are no longer ‘lost’ if a different Speed Menu level is selected prior to moving off 

the current item 

MEPEU-2885 Dragging and dropping a Speed Menu folder within Administration no longer results in an 

error being displayed 

MEPEU-2994 Manually added database items are no longer duplicated within the Product Search screen 

MEPEU-3002 Supplier Net Prices against database items are now deleted if the relevant Supplier record 

is deleted from the software 

MEPEU-3017 The weeks shown within Tender -> Project Constants are now refreshed correctly if the 

takeoff has been amended 

MEPEU-3269 Resolved a refresh issue which prevented new items from being saved in Administration -> 

Product Database -> Manufacturers/Ranges 

MEPEU-3572 The ‘Import Supplier Discount/Net Price Details option in Administration -> Product 

Database -> Products now works with import sheets containing more than 10000 records 

MEPEU-3577 Resolved an issue that prevented the Batch Update option from displaying in 

Administration -> Product Database -> Products 

MEPEU-3586 An error is no longer displayed when adding discounts in Administration -> Product 

Database -> Discounts 

MEPEU-3615 Resolved an issue that prevented takeoff lines been dragged and dropped from one level to 

another 

MEPEU-3641 Changing the column widths in a saved view no longer causes an error 

MEPEU-3774 An error is no longer displayed when opening Tender on a copied estimate 

MEPEU-3786 Resolved an issue that prevented estimates from being saved if they were being worked on 

by several estimators 

 

 

NOTE: The version of the .NET framework within this update has been increased to version 4.6.1 as a part 

of the performance and optimisation improvements. Deprecated versions of Microsoft Windows, such as 

Windows XP, are not compatible with this version of .NET. 

 

Please ensure that your infrastructure meets the minimum requirements which can be found at 

http://mep.trimble.co.uk/system 
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Legal notices 
 

Trimble Inc. 

MEP Division  

10368 Westmoor Drive 

Westminster, Colorado 800021 

USA 

800-361-1249 (toll free in USA) 

+1-937-245-5154 Phone 

+1-937-233-9441 Fax 

www.trimble.com 
Copyright and trademarks 

© 2016, Trimble Navigation Limited. All rights reserved.  

Trimble, and the Globe & Triangle logo are trademarks of Trimble Navigation Limited, registered in 

the United States and in other countries. 

Microsoft and Windows are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in 

the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective 

owners. 
Release notice 
This is the January 2018 release (Revision A) of the Release Notes. It applies to version 3.2.5.202 of 

the Estimating XG software. 
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